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ABSTRACT
The morphological continuum of grammaticization has been consid-
ered to be unidirectional, in which a lexical item undergoing the
grammaticization process would become cognitively and phonologi-
cally bound to the root morpheme for which it specifies its inflection,
but not vice-versa (Givan 1971, Lehmann 1986, Heine et al 1991). The
trend is for these lexical items to lose their phonological and morpho-
logical weight along with their semantic integrity and become fused to
the root, eventually losing their original lexical meaning, while acquir-
ing a more grammatical meaning. Consider, for example, the Spanish
future tense suffixes that have evolved from an independent verb of
possession, now cognate with the present tense forms of the verb haber
(Givan 1971). The independent verb forms now used to express future
tense have fully grammaticized through a process of semantic bleach-
ing and phonological reduction to the extent that native speakers can-
not easily predict their lexical origin:
. yo he 'I have' yo ser-e 'I will be'
tu has 'you have' tu ser-as 'you will be'
el ha 'he has' el ser-a 'he will be,' etc.
As the majority of historical processes documented do in fact follow
this pattern of development, grammaticization theory has been consid-
ered a unidirectional process. This paper will introduce data from three
languages, llokano, Hebrew, and Hungarian, that will counter the no-
tion that independent lexemes may not develop from phonologically
bound affixes, and will review two similar cases of lexeme genesis in
Irish (Bybee et ai, in press) and Estonian (Campbell 1991).
1. MAJOR CLAIMS ABOUT THE NATURE OF GRAMMA TICIZATION
AND UNIDIRECTIONALITY
Our understanding of diachronic linguistic development in accordance
with the general tendencies of unidirectionality has lead to many claims
about the nature of grammaticization in general. The classic claim that
'today's morphology is yesterday's syntax' (Giv6n 1971) has been sup-
1 Special thanks to Robert Hetzron for the Hebrew and Hungarian data. I also
thank Susanna Cumming, Steven Fincke, Marianne Mithun and Sandra
Thompson for their comments on a previous draft of this paper. They are, of
course, not responsible for any errors or shortcomings here within.
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ported with evidence from many language families where lexical items
undergo the process of grarnrnaticization, thus becoming less lexical and
more grammatical, and morphologically bound from a previous state of
being free lexemes. Such widespread processes of phonological fusion in
grammaticization have been useful to syntactic reconstruction, as the or-
der of syntactic constituents in earlier stages of the language is thereby
preserved in the later morphological structures.
The abundance of diachronic data supporting the hypothesis of unidi-
rectionality in morphological evolution is therefore reflected in some tra-
ditional definitions of the term grammaticization2 where the propensity
for unidirectional change is accounted for:
'grammaticalization consists in the increase of the range of a morpheme advanc-
ing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a less grammatical to a more gram-
matical status.' (Kurytowicz 1975)
'grammaticalization ... refers primarily to the dynamic, unidirectional historical
process whereby lexical items in the course of time acquire a new status as
grammatical, morpho-syntactic forms, and in the process come to code relations
that either were not coded before or were coded differently. (Traugott and Konig,
1991,Giv6n 1991)
Givan (1979) diagrams the evolutionary cycle of grammatical pattern-
ing as a process of discourse/pragmatic structures grarnrnaticizing into
syntactic forms and then eroding into morphological structures that may
then undergo phonological attrition:
(1) discourse> syntax> morphology> morphophonemics > zero
As shown in Givan's model above where lexical material becomes re-
analyed in the grammaticization process whereby it may undergo stages of
semantic, morphological, and phonological attrition, grammaticization
can be viewed as a unidirectional process of decline and decay
(idiomatization and ossification) (Nichols and Timberlake 1991), or a pro-
cess of morphological degeneration (Lehmann 1982; Heine and Reh 1984).
This view is consistent with the unidirectional hypothesis of morpheme
development in grarnrnaticization, which specifies the following general-
ization about the nature of the development of morphological categories
summarized in (2):
21 choose to employ the term grammaticization as interchangeable with the
term grammaticalization to avoid any metaphors that may be associated with
the term 'grammatical'.
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(2) The unidirectional cycle of the morphological development of gram-
maticized units: free lexeme > clitic > bound affix
This paper will focus on the morphological aspect of the grammaticiza-
tion process, citing examples violating the unidirectional hypothesis out-
lined in (2),which may enable us to better our understanding of the nature
of morphological development and diachronic linguistic change in general.
2. PREVIOUS COUNTEREXAMPLES OF THE UNIDIRECTIONAL HYPOTHESIS
IN MORPHEME DEVELOPMENT
Certain scholars have cited evidence violating the hypothesis of (2):
many of these cases have been dismissed as examples of degrammaticiza-
tion or regrammaticization and regarded as statistically insignificant
(Heine et al 1991) or have been recognized as another controversial pro-
cess, that of diachronic demorphologization, thus viewing unidirectional-
ity in grammaticization as a 'prototypical' principle Ooseph & Janda 1988,
Hopper & Traugott 1993).Yet counterexamples do occur, so it is particu-
larly interesting to study their development and recognize them as prob-
lems for a the prototypical view of grammaticization.
Bound morphemes evolving into free lexemes are indeed quite rare in
the world's languages but nevertheless have been attested. Jeffers and
Zwicky (1980) show that Proto-Indo-European clitic particles have devel-
oped into roots of relative, indefinite, and interrogative words in the de-
scendant languages. Yo Matsumoto (1988) exemplifies the change from
bound grammatical markers to free discourse markers in Japanese.
Richard Janda (1981) argues that the English inflectional genitive suffix
-(e)s during the late Middle English period was reinterpreted by some
speakers to be a reduced form of the free independent pronoun his, which
eventually cliticized from a bound affix as it appears today in Modem
English. Nevis (1985) traces the development of the Saame (Lappish)
abessive suffix -taga which underwent morphological reinterpretation
from affix to clitic in all dialects of Saame, except in Enonteki6 where it
has evolved from an affix into a unstressed postposition.
Affixal emancipation from affix to clitic has also been attested in certain
regional dialects of New Mexico Spanish where the affix -mas has
evolved into a subject clitic Oanda 1993).
The five cases studies herein will document the rather rare phenomenon
of demorphologization and attest to affixal emancipation, an atypical
path of morphological evolution.
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3. THE CASE STUDIES




Ilokano (Austronesian, Philippines) provides us with interesting evi-
dence to question the unidirectionality hypothesis in the morphological de-
velopment of grammaticized units. Our first example will deal with the
inflectional future enclitic =to with two allomorphic variants: =to, after







We can see from the following examples that the Ilokano future mor-








The future morpheme also may appear in non-verbal predications.
(Note that the language is devoid of a copula):
Asino=nto dagiti artista nga usar-en=na?
Who=FUT ART:PL actor UG use-TRANS=3sERG
'Who are the actors that he will use?'
The enclitic may also attach to a conjunction to specify that a subordi-
nate clause is in the future (Vanoverbergh 1955):
G-in-atang=mi ti kayo, sa=1<am=to ag-pl-ta1<der iti balay.
buy-PST=lpEXCL ART wood then=lpEXlli=FUTIN1RCA~d OBL:ART house
'We bought the timber and then we'll build a house:
3Abbreviations used in the llokano data are as follows: ABS absolutive, ART
article, CAUS causative, ERG ergative, EXCL exclusive, FUT future, INTR
intransitive, L1Gligature (linker), NEGnegative, OBLoblique, SUBsubordinator,
TRANS transitive.
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No origin of the Ilokano inflectional future has been postulated. The
language does have articles (intono, inton, tono, ton) however, that spec-
ify the temporal frame of the nominal referent in the future, and conjunc-
tions (intono, no) which specify the subordinate verb in the future, which
have a similar phonological shape to the future enclitic =(n)to:
Lutu-e=k no umay.
Cook-TRANS-1sERG FUT:SUB come:3sABS






We know that from our earliest records of the Ilokano language dating
back to pre-Hispanic times, the enclitic =(n)to has been extensively used,
with no traces of it in non-cliticized form (Yabes4 1935):
Ket ti tandaanam. And for a sign for you (that I've been eaten up)
agsalanto ti agdan the staircase will dance.
marbanto ti kasuuran the bamboo stove frame will collapse
mapispisangto ti dalikan the stove will break to pieces.
no agsublinto ni Lam-ang When I (Lam-ang) come home
denggenyonto nga imdengan I shall fire a salvo
ta agsalbaakto idiay Sabangan when I sail into the port of Sabangan
Modern Ilokano has created a lexical particle out of the inflectional
enclitic -to used in colloquial speech to designate that an aforementioned
action will take place, usually in an affirmative response to a question or
request for an action to be done in the future. Although semantically the
particle is bound to the action of the verb, the enclitic is now used unbound:
Um-ay-ka no bigat, a? Come tomorrow. Okay?
INTR-come-2sABS FUTmorning PART
To. I'll do that.
(Data from Chan 1981: 561)
3.2 The Hungarian Case
The Hungarian enclitic =is also offers evidence against the claim of
unidirectionality in lexeme development. Although in the majority of cases,
the morpheme =is can be glossed as the English adverb 'also' with nouns,
4The data below is from the epic Biag ni Lam-ang, and the translations are by
Yabes.
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further inspection reveals a wide semantic range for this rather versatile
enclitic particle (all Hungarian data from Robert Hetzron, p.c.).
Jancsi=is tudja ezt.
Johnny also knows:it this:ACC
'Johnny also knows this.'
With the preverbS meg-, =is carries the meaning of 'more' or 'even':
MegJancsi =is tudja ezt.
'EvenJohnny knows this.'
=15 can also be used in expressions of incredulity or as an emphatic
marker in expressions with truth value focus when applied to verbs
(Hetzron, p.c.):
Tudja=is Jancsi, hogy mit akar?
knows Johnny that what:ACC he:wants
'Does Johnny know what he wants?'
Tudja=is a vcilaszt.
know:past the answer:ACC
'He did indeed know the answer.'
Although modem Hungarian orthography treats the clitic =is as a sepa-
rate word, it is an unstressed element with no inherent meaning outside of
the context to which it is phonologically and semantically bound.6,7
Interestingly enough it is able to break the weak phonological bonds of the
Hungarian pre-verbs (meg- for example) which appear in Hungarian or-
thography as prefixes:
Jancsi meg =is erkezett.
'Johnny did indeed arrive.'
Modem Hungarian has established a meaning for independent =is, a
clitic origirially devoid of semantic substance when uttered out of context.
In reduplicated form with stress on the final syllable, =is is used to affirm
both conjuncts of 'or' questions:
SThe term preverb is used in Hungarian linguistics to refer to a class of words
occurring in verbal compound constructions which may also exert syntactic
behavior. Many preverbs are used to alter the semantics of the verb to which
they are compounded (Karoly1972:156).
6Vowel harmony does not apply to the clitic =is, as the vowels {i, e, E} are
neutral to vowel harmony in Hungarian (Hetzron, p.c.).
7Theenclitic =is does appear as a suffix in early Hungarian orthography around
the sixteenth century.
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Kiilf6ldr61 hozzak, vagy itt
abroad:from they:bring or here




3.3 The Estonian Case
gyar~ak?
they:manufacture:i t
Estonian, like Ilokano and Hungarian, offers another example of de-
cliticization, the development of an independent emphatic particle ep 'yes,
indeed' that has developed from the unproductive affirmative suffix with
the forms -p, -ap, -pii (Campbell 1991:291)8.
The Estonian evidence presented by Campbell, however, has phonology
playing an important role in the morphological development of the affir-
mative adverb. According to Campbell, the emphatic clitic *-pa began to
decliticize as a result of the Estonian final vowel apocope in which all final
vowels were lost:
piiiillii 'on top of' > piiiill
With the attachment of the enclitics, however, final vowels were pro-
tected from apocope:
piiiillii 'on top of' + -pii > piiiillii-p.
With the eventual loss of vowel harmony, the clitic vowel ii became e,
and the morpheme boundary was reinterpreted, with the vowel as part of
the clitic (Campbell 1991: 291):
peale-p > peal-ep
It is with the loss of vowel harmony that the clitic, in its reinterpreted
environment, evolved into an independent emphatic particle, phonologi-
cally and lexically independent from the root, whose morphological and
lexical reinterpretation is attributed by Campbell to its frequency and
salience.
3.4 The Hebrew case
The long tradition of Semitic writing affords us the chance to view
priceless evidence of language development and grammaticization pro-
8Campbell also outlines the development of an independent Estonian question
particle 'es,' evolving from the informal question affix -[ko]-s (-[question)-
informal speech) which develops under similar lines. (Campbell 1991)
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cesses. The Hebrew evidence that will help establish the claim against
unidirectionality is the birth of the Hebrew definite accusative preposition
(all data reconstructed by Robert Hetzron, p.c.).
Proto Semitic utilized a suffix -Vt to mark the accusative case on nomi-
nals. It shows up as -at-i in Akkadian, appearing only in pronouns:
yati 1sAcc
k(u)ati 2SACC
and appears in Kemant (Central Cushitic) as -at, attaching to pronouns







Hebrew has developed a definite accusative preposition, 'Jet, from the
aforementioned suffix -Vt, which precedes nouns for which it now speci-
fies definite accusativity. Its limits of distribution in modem Hebrew in-
clude nouns preceded by the definite article ha-, definite direct objects with
possessive suffixes, proper names, compound nouns in which the second










Reif and Levinson (1965)report that the combination of the definite ac-
cusative preposition et and the definite article ha- contract in speech to la-.
This would then characterize the evolutionary development of the prepo-
sition as a suffix that has broken the phonological bonds of the host word
to the left, and, at least in contracted forms, has phonologically fused to
the host word to the right, another rarely attested phenomenon in gram-
maticization which has nevertheless been shown to have occurred in
Japanese (Matsumoto 1988):
sg6r et hadelet > sg6r tadelet 'Close the door.'
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3.5 The Irish Case
Historical evidence of the development of the modern Irish present
tense paradigm offers yet another example of affixal emancipation (all
Irish data from Bybee et al. 1994).
Modern Irish has lost its person/number agreement verbal suffixes and
has replaced them with obligatory subject pronouns following the verb in
all persons except first plural9:









According to Bybee et aI., the first person plural suffix in non-
palatalized form, -muid, occurs in Modern Irish as an independent pro-
nounlO, with the emphatic suffix -e attached to it. It has replaced the ear-
lier independent pronoun sinn:
Is muide a rinne e.
be 1p.EMP whodo:PAST it







Osclaionn tusa an geata agus
open:PRES 2sEMP the gate and
'You open the gate and we play games:
Speakers of Modern Irish perhaps were able to establish a more salient
semantic interpretation of the first person plural pronoun by analogy to its
paradigmatic sisters by altering its morphological status.
Of all the cases in this study, this is the only one in which the liberated
affix retains the same meaning in its independent form, showing how the
semantics can be maintained in the midst of morphological restructuring.
9Bybee et al. report that the first person -midlmuid is the only Irish suffix
forming a complete syllable, and is thus perhaps less prone to phonological
decay.
lONick .Kibre (p.c.) reports that a similar development has occured in Welsh,
where the third person plural independent pronoun, nhw, has seemingly




This paper has attempted to counter claims that lexemes cannot evolve
from phonologically bound affixes. The five languages examined in this
study all address the issue of the seemingly unidirectional process of
grammatical evolution-grammaticization. The data of this study suggest
that as the morphological structures of language evolve, languages may in
fact use inflectional affixes to assume a new role in the syntax, or morpho-
logically reinterpret pre-existing bound morphemes without altering the
semantic structure.
Our knowledge of diachronic phonological change maintains that mor-
pho-phonological morpheme boundaries, and even phonemic distinctions
may change in the course of time, leading to reinterpretation of morpho-
logical structures. Take for example the English word newt which derives
historically from the improper interpretation of the lexeme boundary be-
tween the Old English word ewt and the indefinite article an (an ewt > a
newt))l We must bear in mind that changes like these due to phonological
reanalysis or conditioning do occur and may in fact play an important role
in processes of demorphologization; a morpheme becoming independent,
as long as it has full syllable structure, may in fact demorphologize on
phonological grounds alone.
Although the cases of demorphologization are relatively rare, the at-
tested cases are significant enough to show that the inflectional morphol-
ogy of a given language is not an impossible source for new words.
Phonologically fused, productive inflectional morphemes do not alter the
inherent semantics of the root morpheme as much as non-productive
derivational affixes are known to do. Inflectional affixes are made obliga-
tory by the syntax of a language, have predictable, often bleached, mean-
ing, and occur towards the outer edges of words (Payne 1985).They may
therefore have more semantic salience than their derivational counter-
parts which accompanies the morphemes as they break their phonological
bonds. .
A similar argument for morphological liberation may apply to clitics,
which although phonologically bound, prototypically have greater seman-
tic weight than inflectional affixes. Their syntactic behavior as phrasal af-
fixes has lead some scholars to believe that clitics are actually words
llThis morpheme boundary reinterpretation in English abides by the claim by
Langacker (1977: 66) that there in a general tendency in grammatical change to
bring morpheme boundaries into line with syllable boundaries.
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(Nevis 1985). The morphological liberation and lexicalization of clitics may
therefore be assumed to be merely a process of phonological reinterpreta-
tion and may be justified by their semantic substance, often lexical, when
they evolve into independent lexemes.
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